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Review of PCAL  Sports Rules re Sports with Play-in Contests for Qualifying to 

CCS playoffs 
(BOM Approved March 2020) 

 
 The following is a sport by sport summary of those sports where PCAL Sports Rules call for Play-in 

Contests: 
 

Fall Sports 
 

Field Hockey:  2 Divisions. CCS allots three Automatic Qualifier spots to PCAL. PCAL allocates these spots 
as follows: The first two to the Gabilan champ and #2; the third to winner of play-in contest between 
Gabilan #3 at Mission Champ on Friday, November 1, 2019. Any other teams must qualify At-Large. 
 
Girls Golf: 2 Divisions. CCS allots PCAL two automatic qualifier spots. CCS allots PCAL two automatic 
qualifier spots. League final standings determined after League tournament at league season end. The 
first qualifier will be the Gabilan champ. The second qualifier will be the team with the lowest score at 
the League Tournament among the following two teams:  the Gabilan team finishing #2 in the league and 
the Mission Champ. No play-in match needed if both divisions at League final son same day, same course.  
Any other teams must qualify At-Large. Top individual not on a qualifying team also considered for an at-
large individual spot in CCS playoffs. 
 
Girls Tennis: 3 Divisions. There are both team qualifiers and individual qualifiers to CCS team and 
individual playoffs. 

 Team: 3 team slots to CCS. Gabilan champ gets one. The second slot goes to 
winner of a play-in contest between Gabilan #2 at Cypress #1. for second slot. The third slot 
goes to the winner of a play-in contest between Gabilan #3 at Mission #1. Play-in contests 
scheduled for Tuesday, October 29, 2019. 
 Individuals: 3 Individual slots to CCS.The first qualifier spots shall go to the top 
Gabilan single and doubles finishers in the Gabilan Division Individual Tournament. The second 
qualifier spots shall go the winner of a play-in individual contests between the second place 
Gabilan single and doubles finishers and the first place Cypress singles and doubles finishers. 
The third qualifier spots shall go to the winner of play-in individual contests between the third 
place Gablian single and doubles finishers and the first place Mission single and doubles 
finishers. Date of play-in contests: at end of PCAL individual tournament on Tuesday, 
November 5, 2019. 

 
Girls Volleyball: 5 Divisions. CCS allots seven automatic qualifier spots to PCAL. League allocates those 
seven spots as follows: 3 to top three Gabilan finishers; 1 to Mission Champ; 1 to Cypress Champ; #6 spot 
to winner of play-in game between Mission 2 at Arroyo Champ; and #7 spot to winner of play-in game 
between Gabilan 4 at Santa Lucia Champ. Play-in contests on Wednesday, October 30. Any other teams 
must qualify At-Large. 
 
Boys Water Polo: 2 Divisions. CCS allots 3 automatic qualifer spots to PCAL Boys Water Polo. The first two 
spots go to the Gabilan champ and the Gabilan #2 team. The third spot goes to the winner of a play-in 
contest between Gabilan #3 at Mission Champ. Play-in contest on Friday, November 1, 2019. Any other 
teams must qualify At-Large. 
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Girls Water Polo: 2 Divisions. CCS allots 2 automatic qualifer spots to PCAL Girls Water Polo. The first spot 
goes to the Gabilan champ. The second spot goes to the winner of a play-in contest between Gabilan #2 
at Mission Champ. Play-in contest on Friday, November 1, 2019. Any other teams must qualify At-Large. 
 

Winter Sports 
 

Boys and Girls Soccer: 5 Divisions for each gender. CCS allots seven automatic qualifier spots to PCAL. 
League allocates those seven spots as follows: 3 to top three Gabilan finishers; 1 to Mission Champ; 1 to 
Cypress Champ; #6 spot to winner of play-in game between Mission 2 at Arroyo Champ; and #7 spot to 
winner of play-in game between Gabilan 4 at Santa Lucia Champ. Any other teams must qualify At-Large. 
  

Spring Sports 
 

Baseball: 3 Divisions. CCS allots nine automatic qualifer spots to PCAL. The league allocates these spots as 
follows: Top 5 Gabilan; top 2 Mission; top Cypress. Play-in game between Gabilan 6 at Mission 3.  Any 
other teams must qualify At-Large. 
 
Boys Golf: 3 Divisions. CCS allots PCAL two automatic qualifier spots. League final standings determined 
after League tournament at league season end. The first qualifier will be the Gabilan champ. The second 
qualifier will be the team with the lowest score at the League Tournament among the following three 
teams:  the Gabilan team finishing #2 in the league, the Mission Champ, and the Cypress Champ. No play-
in match needed if both divisions at League final son same day, same course. Any other teams must 
qualify At-Large. Top individual not on a qualifying team also considered for an at-large individual spot in 
CCS playoffs. 
 
Boys Lacrosse: 2 Divisions. New CCS playoffs. CCS allots two automatic qualifier spots to PCAL. First 
qualifier spot goes to Gabilan champ. Second qualifier spot goes to winner of play-in contest between 
Gabilan 2 at Mission Champ.  Any other teams must qualify At-Large. 
 
Softball: 4 Divisions. CCS allots seven automatic qualifer spots to PCAL. PCAL allocates them as follows: 
Top 4 Gabilan; top 1 Mission. Play-in games for remaining two spots: Gabilan 5 at Cypress 1 and Mission 2 
at Santa Lucia 1.  Any other teams must qualify At-Large. 
 
Boys Tennis: 2 Divisions. 2 Automatic team qualifiersto CCS team championship are allocated by PCAL as 
follows: Gabilan Champ and winner of play-in contest between Gabilan 2 at Mission Champ.  
There are also 2 automatic singles and doubles qualifiers from PCAL to the CCS Individual tournament. 
The first qualifier spot shall go to the top PCAL-Gabilan single and doubles finishers in the PCAL-Gabilan 
Division Individual Tournament. The second qualifier spot shall go the winner of a play-in individual 
contest between the second place PCAL-Gabilan single and doubles finishers and the first place PCAL-
Mission singles and doubles finisher. These play-in matches shall be held after the end of the division 
individual tournaments at a day, time and location as determined by the PCAL Board of Managers.  
 
Boys Volleyball: 3 Divisions. CCS By-laws allocate four automatic qualifiers to PCAL. PCAL allocates those 
spots as follows: two to the top two teams from the PCAL-Gabilan round robin, one to the top team from 
the PCAL-Mission round robin, and the fourth qualifier spot to go to the winner of a play-in contest 
between Gabilan #3 at Cypress #1.   
 
End of Document. 


